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Digital Innovation Group

The Digital Innovation Group ("DIG Holdings LLC", "DIG", www.dig.tech) disrupts the 
technology and business process sectors through innovation to provide secure 
payment and business transaction solutions in aerospace and aviation, real estate, 
legal, financial services, and more. DIG is a GA Telesis, LLC company with over $1.0 
billion in assets under management,operating as one of the world’s largest 
aerospace firms. DIG technology competencies include Cloud, IoT and Enterprise 
technologies, DLT(decentralized ledger technology, or blockchain), Machine 
Learning (artificial intelligence, natural language processing), Mobility, and SaaS or 
PaaS applications. DIG builds scalable and secure software for high volume users. 
and ensures security for enterprises and customers.

http://www.dig.tech
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Protected Deal Room
Security begins with validation and verification of each of the individual parties in 
the Blockrails deal room environment itself. Blockrails does the work to ensure 
there are no suspicious actors in your deal room at any time, so users can rest 
assured that information, documents and shared content and communication 
are always in the right hands.

Easy Document Checklist
Users can set up their own custom processes and document checklists as part 
of a deal, to ensure nothing is missed. Blockrails also provides the output or 
download of a “closing binder” to audit, check status or save to file as part of all 
deal-closing documents. Users can also set up time-saving templates for deals 
that may have repeating requirements.

Document Management
All documents are securely stored in a central space for easy access and deal 
management. Metadata about each stored document is also hashed and 
stored as part of the platform. If any changes are ever made to any document, 
the file hash changes, and all designated members of that deal can be notified.



Across the globe, concerted efforts are taking place at every level to improve privacy, 
protect business transactions and adopt identity-centric security best practices.

The new Digital Economy harnesses technology to rework traditional exchanges and 
enable new ones, yet businesses still rely on legacy tools such as email to conduct 
business-to-business transactions and establish a digital footprint. Over time, email 
has evolved into an identity of business users but has also become highly susceptible 
to common hacking and phishing attacks that place all transacting parties at risk.

Blockrails eliminates the vulnerability of email as a source of information, establishes 
identity best practices, harnesses the power of Artificial Intelligence to detect and 
identify fraud, and leverages blockchain technology to protect all parties in a secure 
transaction.

At Blockrails, we understand that having a fail-proof security posture to conduct 
business is a significant area of focus for nearly everyone.

Which is why, as an emerging technology company, we founded ourselves on the 
core principle of eliminating fraud in B2B transactions.

With over 20 years of advanced technical skills and first-hand knowledge across our 
leadership team, we know what information security best practices look like.

In this document, we have outlined the principles that guide our direction, technology 
stack, personnel, and safety protocols and we hope you find it both informative and 
useful.

Introduction
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Secure and Smart Identity Verification is essential in today’s organizations to prevent 
payment fraud, reduce business risk and protect business partners. Our customers 
trust Blockrails to safely connect, validate and secure business transactions. 
Blockrails uses intelligence, automation and emerging technology to effectively stop 
fraud before it happens.

As a Blockrails customer, you benefit from a service that is designed, built, maintained 
and monitored to meet the rigorous requirements of the most security-sensitive 
organizations and industries.

This document provides an introduction to Blockrails’ approach to managing security 
through the following areas:

—   Blockrails Application Security Protocols
       An overview of the Blockrails Platform and our approach to identity validation,  
       machine learning, validation, and data governance.

—   Security Controls
       A list of major security controls implemented and leveraged by Blockrails to  
       safeguard your data and maintain confidentiality.

—  Compliance
       A description of our security certifications, third-party penetration testing, and     
       global privacy compliance.
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     Overview

Blockrails is a secure, cloud-based platform for business transaction management.
It is a turn-key deal management solution designed and streamlined for unlimited 
parties in a transaction to safely exchange communication, documents, signatures, 
payments and more.

From group or individual live chat dialogue, to safely sharing documents and 
information or simply executing secure payments in a fraud-free process, Blockrails 
provides users peace of mind that their full business engagement and transaction 
cycle will remain safe, protected and secure on our platform.

Blockrails is already in use in the aviation industry for identity and bank account 
validation, effectively eliminating vulnerable email as a central point of exchanging 
sensitive information and documentation.

For over two decades, emails have served as the central point of contact in business. 
It is the primary communication method used for first contact to identify each party in 
a transaction, share documents, and exchange payment transfer information.

The FBI Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3) has reported fraud attempts and 
schemes such as email phishing have accounted for more than thirteen billion in 
reported losses.*

Blockrails solves this problem by removing email as a tool for exchanging sensitive 
information, with safeguards used to protect and alert users of fraud.

Total 
Complaints
2, 211, 396

2017

2018

2019

2020

2016298,728

 791,790

467,361

351,937 

301,580

Total 
Losses
$13.3 Billion
*Rounded to the nearest million

$4.2 billion

$3.5 billion

$2.7 billion

$1.4 billion

$1.5 billion

IC3 Complaint Statistics since 2016. Source: Ryman-Tubb, Krause, & Garn, 2018
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     Blockrails Platform

Blockrails is a cloud-based Deal Management as a Service (DMaaS) platform built and 
maintained by Blockrails LLC. As a true cloud-native service, 100% born and built in 
the cloud, Blockrails provides key benefits:

—   Globally available, 100% multi-tenant, stateless and redundant.

—   Hosted, secure and 100% private blockchain as the system of record to    
       prevent data manipulation.

—   Integrates current document management solutions Dropbox and Box, or  
       users may opt to use our complimentary BlockSpace (powered by Amazon)      
       for up to 1TB of free storage.

—   KYC, AML and BSA compliant integrated commercial payment solution
       powered by Stripe™.

—   Integrated native chat services for secure, real-time communications in a      
       single environment.

—   Routinely updated security enhancements, machine learning models and         
       new feature advancements.

—   Zero planned downtime, as we update the platform in real time, negating      
       the need to schedule maintenance downtime.

—   Drastically reduces employee security training, eliminate email phishing      
       fraud, and increases business velocity.

—   API integration to run as a Software as a Service (SaaS) or fully integrated 
       into a company  EnterpriseResource Planning (ERP) or Customer             
       Relationship Management (CRM) system.

—   Subscription-based and cost-flexible.

These benefits help by replacing costly manual employee processes and procedures, 
reducing organizational risks, and protecting customers.
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Artificial Intelligence
Blockrails uses Machine Learning (ML) models designed to identify fraudulent 
communications by analyzing hundreds of heuristics not easily available to 
users. The ML models are retrained under a supervised learning model and 
deployed based on the model’s efficacy rates.

Blockchain
Blockrails uses Hyperledger Fabric™, a private, permission-based blockchain, 
as a system of record to ensure that data is always fully auditable and 
immutable. Immutable data that cannot be corrupted by hackers is essential for 
retraining our platform ML models.

Two-Factor Authentication (2FA)*
One of the most important application elements in protecting platform entry. 
The Blockrails application utilizes two-factor authentication (2FA) to validate all 
users coming into the application. Coupled with ML models designed to block 
suspicious users, 2FA is another vital and necessary layer of our security.
*Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) will be available in the Version 2 launch of the Blockrails Platform.

The Blockrails Platform features include:
—   Identity Validation
—   Document Management
—   Real-Time Chat
—   Secure Electronic Payments
—   Secure Wire Transfers

Identity Validation
Identity Validation is at the core of the Blockrails Platform. Blockrails simplifies the way businesses 
identify and prevent fraudulent communications, while standardizing vendor and customer 
onboarding.

Document Management & Digital Signatures
Blockrails offers flexible document management services and safe external integrations to help secure 
and manage documents as part of its platform.

Blockrails provides its own out of the box document management service, BlockSpace, powered by 
Amazon Web Services™ (AWS), or users may opt to integrate their existing cloud document 
management service such as Box™ or Dropbox™.  Blockrails also offers integrations into popular 
electronic signature platforms, including DocuSign™, HelloSign™ and others.
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Real-Time Chat
Blockrails offers an in-context, real-time chat feature (comparable to Microsoft Teams or Slack) that 
allows deal room participants to easily communicate without leaving the platform.  Users can request 
and share documents, engage in either full group or individual private chats, and still have the 
confidence that all communications are fully secure and in line with the transaction.

Secure Electronic Payments and Wire Transfers
To facilitate deal management, Blockrails offers KYC, AML and BSA-compliant and secure electronic 
payments and wire transfers using bank to bank integration through Plaid™ and commercial 
payments powered by Stripe™.

The Stripe payment infrastructure is certified and trusted by millions of companies. With Blockrails 
integration, users can manage the entire life-cycle of a transaction within the platform without ever 
having to leave our secure environment.

Protected Deal Room
Security begins with validation and verification of each of the individual parties in 
the Blockrails deal room environment itself. Blockrails does the work to ensure 
there are no suspicious actors in your deal room at any time, so users can rest 
assured that information, documents and shared content and communication 
are always in the right hands.

Easy Document Checklist
Users can set up their own custom processes and document checklists as part 
of a deal, to ensure nothing is missed. Blockrails also provides the output or 
download of a “closing binder” to audit, check status or save to file as part of all 
deal-closing documents. Users can also set up time-saving templates for deals 
that may have repeating requirements.

Document Management
All documents are securely stored in a central space for easy access and deal 
management. Metadata about each stored document is also hashed and 
stored as part of the platform. If any changes are ever made to any document, 
the file hash changes, and all designated members of that deal can be notified.
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     Blockrails Proprietary Security

Blockrails is, at its core, a security-purpose platform and “safe room” that gives its 
users peace of mind that all parties, documents, and communications are fully secure 
to conduct any form of business financial transaction.

Blockrails incorporates a variety of technology platforms and customized 
technologies that yield a highly secure single API that can either be used within our 
custom application or by a third-party application when onboarding clients or 
vendors.  Use cases and more information can be found at www.blockrails.com.

Business Email Compromise
Businesses largely rely on email communications to transfer information regarding 
deals between parties and often to exchange sensitive identity and payment 
information in Business to Business (B2B) transactions. B2B transactions are typically 
bank transfers (EFT) due to the amounts involved and are not typically conducted with 
credit cards.

When a bad actor places themselves in the middle of an email communication, via a 
Business Email Compromise (BEC), they can manipulate the information, both in the 
transaction and of the parties themselves, and redirect funds to their own accounts. 
Using Blockrails, however, businesses can effectively eliminate this risk by utilizing its 
fraud detection and vendor onboarding processes.

Fraud Detection and Prevention
Blockrails fraud detection utilizes the tools described below, including Internet 
Protocol (IP) and Email reputation services, device fingerprinting, the global Banker’s 
Almanac (see Bankers Almanac section) and machine learning (ML) to quickly identify 
anomalies and prevent fraudulent attempts.

The primary tools that make up the Blockrails ecosystem are described below.

Customer/Vendor Onboarding
Operating within the Blockrails application, users can securely collect or share 
sensitive information with customers or vendors without concern for fraud or 
fraudulent activity.

-7-
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         All information stored, shared, or changed in Blockrails is recorded on a secure enterprise
           blockchain where the end user has full control of where their data is stored and shared.

Any changes or updates to sensitive data are automatically evaluated by artificially intelligent (AI) ML 
models that are uniquely trained to identify and flag anomalies.

Most companies consider fraud attempts to be an external threat; however, these same businesses 
lack visibility of with whom or where their information is shared and when it was last updated. Take, for 
instance, an internal employee who is responsible for receiving vendors’ payments and who may be 
redirecting those from customers to a different third-party account for their own benefit.

How could a company identify and mitigate this threat today? Using Blockrails, any payment 
re-assignment is recorded on a blockchain where it cannot be altered. Furthermore, this act is passed 
through an anomaly detection machine learning model that will score the likelihood of fraud.

Finally, all parties related to the transaction are then alerted to that potential fraud and action can be 
immediately taken to avert a fraudulent payment.

IP and Email Scoring
Blockrails uses third-party aggregation services to collect information on IP and Email addresses 
which identify the parties in a transaction. This gathered information helps our ML model predict the 
likelihood of fraud, utilizing hundreds of data features, including but not limited to:

—    Email and domains that do not match
—    Email is invalid
—    Email is disposable
—    IP address is listed as suspicious
—    IP address had recent abuse reported
—    IP address had recent bot activity
—    Proxy/VPN/Tor detection

These data points are gathered and evaluated automatically by an intelligence model that scores the 
outcome against an established rating system to instantly give you an accurate view of the risk.

Device Fingerprinting
Blockrails collects hardware information for every device that interacts with our SaaS application for 
the purposes of identifying that device even when variables such as IP or Email addresses change.
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Capturing a device fingerprint is one of many methods used in the Blockrails platform to identify 
devices responsible for multiple malicious fraud attempts using the Blockrails platform.

While device fingerprinting is neither the only nor the perfect method to track a user, it is a proven and 
effective tool in Blockrails’ arsenal to help discover and combat fraudulent users/devices.

All device fingerprinting information is also fed into our ML models and is included in risk evaluation 
and outcome scoring.

Bankers Almanac
The Bankers Almanac by Accuity™, a LexisNexis™ risk solutions company, is the world’s leading 
source of accurate bank information. The Bankers Almanac proactively collects information directly 
from banks and primary sources, providing accurate and comprehensive intelligence. The data is 
compiled and regularly updated by a team of 140 data analysts, working in 19 languages, to provide 
the utmost confidence.

Blockrails integrates the Bankers Almanac as an integral function of the customer and vendor 
onboarding process to provide reliable and accurate routing information that offers the following 
benefits to the Blockrails platform:

—   Automates the verification process when onboarding clients
—   Provides immediate visibility into where payments are being routed, providing greater  
       confidence payments will lead straight through to processing every time
—   Provides additional features to the Blockrails machine learning protocol to help identify        
       anomalies

Blockchain
Blockrails utilizes a secure, permission based, enterprise-grade blockchain platform to store all 
sensitive data and transactional logs. The Blockrails network is built on top of Hyperledger Fabric™ 
which is an open-source community business enterprise blockchain with major contributors including 
the Linux Foundation, IBM, Intel and SAP. There are several major benefits to utilizing Hyperledger 
Fabric for Blockrails, including:

 —   Full control of where and when data is shared/unshared
 —   The ability to maintain GDPR compliance using private data collections
 —   Highly secure, immutable logs that can be used for unaltered machine learning
 —   Data is only accessible via user tokens, refer to Network Segregation and Security and the
        use of short span tokens
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Machine Learning
As mentioned earlier, Blockrails ML models are built to act as an always-on auditor whose sole 
purpose is to predict the likelihood of fraud in three main categories:

 —    Organization/client risk assessment:  Organizational and client risk assessments help to  
         identify bad actors at the time of registration before any sensitive information disseminated.   

 —    Bank account risk assessment:  Bank account risk assessments are completed anytime           
         every time information is added, updated, or shared on the Blockrails platform. This model   
         identifies  the risk level of the information added or updated into the system  and allows users  
         to easily  identify anomalies.   

 —   Login anomaly detection:  Login anomaly detection helps protect a user’s or organization’s  
         account even after passing through traditional tools such as two-factor authentication (2FA)   
         and other adaptive challenges such as Google reCAPTCHA. The login anomaly model tracks  
         user behaviors, location and devices as part of its analysis to detect changes in user behavior 
         that may point to user account take over.

Blockrails combines all these tools in one API or SaaS-based platform to help combat and reduce 
fraud in all business transactions.
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     Blockrails Security Controls

As a cloud provider, Blockrails is responsible for the security of the Blockrails Cloud 
Platform, including the underlying infrastructure of all its services.

Infrastructure/Physical Security
The Blockrails technical team has rich experience in developing and operating cloud 
services. As such, we drew on our experience with different cloud providers to select 
a cloud partner that could scale and support our security requirements and availability 
demands.

For this reason, Amazon AWS was selected as the Blockrails “partner of choice”. 
Amazon operates one of the largest secure cloud platform services in the world and 
demonstrates significant expertise in building, operating, and maintaining the 
worldwide infrastructure required to power its business. Since early 2006, AWS has 
provided companies of all sizes with a platform that powers business applications at 
any scale.

Blockrails leverages the AWS infrastructure and added security controls to protect our 
full platform environment of services and our users:

—    All Blockrails workloads are run on Amazon AWS
     —    AWS infrastructure and its native security is fully leveraged
    —    We fine-tune and configure additional security controls in AWS to achieve  

even greater increased security

Infrastructure security—operated collectively by Blockrails and Amazon AWS as 
described in the following sections—begins with physical security, extends through 
the computer, network, and storage layers of the service, and is finally complemented 
by well-defined security and access policies with ongoing audits and certifications by 
third parties.

Physical Security
Blockrails leverages AWS physical security for access to its physical servers, and we 
implement physical security controls in our own offices. This security strategy aims to 
preserve the confidentiality, integrity and availability of our services from physical 
threats.
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Data Centers
AWS Data Centers are housed in nondescript facilities where physical access is strictly controlled both 
at the perimeter and at building ingress points by professional security staff utilizing video surveillance, 
state-of-the-art intrusion detection systems and other electronic means. Authorized staff use multi-factor 
authentication mechanisms to access data centers, and all physical access by employees is logged and 
routinely audited.

Data Center access and information is only provided to employees and cleared contractors who have a 
legitimate business need for such privileges.

When an employee no longer requires these privileges, their access is immediately revoked, even if they 
continue to be an employee. All visitors and contractors are required to present identification before 
sign-in and are continuously escorted by staff.

Blockrails Offices
Blockrails offices implement the following security controls to ensure the security of our office locations:

Access control and audit trail for employees and visitors:
—   Video monitoring of all entrance and exit points
—   Delimited security perimeters
—   Security personnel on premises
—   Employee awareness training
—   Periodic testing of physical security controls

Compute Security
Blockrails customizes its AWS Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2) instances and its Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) 
infrastructure to ensure security is maintained on multiple levels:
  —   The virtual instance operating system or guest OS
  —   The firewall and signed API calls

We also maintain secure isolation at the instance level, and leverage AWS Availability Zones to improve 
service availability.

Instance Level Security
Multi-factor authentication is required for administrative access to host operating systems for instance 
management. These administrative host systems are specifically designed, built, configured and 
hardened to protect the management plane of the cloud.

Blockrails continuously logs and audits all such access. AWS has no access rights whatsoever to our 
guest OS environments, which are locked down and completely controlled by Blockrails administrators.
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Blockrails is, at its core, a security-purpose platform and “safe room” that gives its 
users peace of mind that all parties, documents, and communications are fully secure 
to conduct any form of business financial transaction.

Blockrails incorporates a variety of technology platforms and customized 
technologies that yield a highly secure single API that can either be used within our 
custom application or by a third-party application when onboarding clients or 
vendors.  Use cases and more information can be found at www.blockrails.com.

Business Email Compromise
Businesses largely rely on email communications to transfer information regarding 
deals between parties and often to exchange sensitive identity and payment 
information in Business to Business (B2B) transactions. B2B transactions are typically 
bank transfers (EFT) due to the amounts involved and are not typically conducted with 
credit cards.

When a bad actor places themselves in the middle of an email communication, via a 
Business Email Compromise (BEC), they can manipulate the information, both in the 
transaction and of the parties themselves, and redirect funds to their own accounts. 
Using Blockrails, however, businesses can effectively eliminate this risk by utilizing its 
fraud detection and vendor onboarding processes.

Fraud Detection and Prevention
Blockrails fraud detection utilizes the tools described below, including Internet 
Protocol (IP) and Email reputation services, device fingerprinting, the global Banker’s 
Almanac (see Bankers Almanac section) and machine learning (ML) to quickly identify 
anomalies and prevent fraudulent attempts.

The primary tools that make up the Blockrails ecosystem are described below.

Customer/Vendor Onboarding
Operating within the Blockrails application, users can securely collect or share 
sensitive information with customers or vendors without concern for fraud or 
fraudulent activity.

Blockrails has also configured the firewall to enable only those ports required for our application—all 
other ports are disabled. In addition, only our front-end application components are Internet 
accessible. All other access to the Blockrails production infrastructure requires a VPN connection.

Fault Separation to Improve Reliability
Blockrails improves reliability by leveraging Amazon features to place instances across multiple 
geographic regions, as well as across multiple Availability Zones. Each Availability Zone is designed 
with fault separation and physically separated across typical metropolitan regions (each on different 
floodplains and in seismically stable areas). The Amazon Data Center controls page describes several 
fault separation controls implemented for AWS Availability Zones.

Data Security (Data at Rest)
Blockrails makes multiple investments to ensure our customers’ data is always secure and available. 
As detailed in the Service-Level Security section below, customer data and access to it is isolated at 
the customer level within the Blockrails data layer.

Physically, that data is stored using the AWS Elastic Block Storage (EBS) service. To meet our 
Blockrails “one-hour recovery point” objective, database snapshots of EBS volumes are taken regularly 
and stored in the AWS S3 storage service. Access to S3, even within AWS, requires encryption, 
providing additional insurance that the data is also transferred securely.

Within AWS S3, we restrict access at both the bucket and object level, and only permit authenticated 
access by the bucket and/or object creator—Blockrails.

Authenticated user read/write permissions are restricted by a combination of 
bucket and object access control lists (ACLs), bucket policies and their IAM-derived access grants.

We audit all bucket-level access and all data retrieval object-level access.

Furthermore, Blockrails employs targeted monitoring of S3 and VPC traffic for suspicious activity. In the 
event of any form of detection, alerts are sent in real-time to the Blockrails Security Team.

Network Security (Data in Transit)
The AWS network provides protection against traditional network security issues, including:

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Attacks
AWS network infrastructure leverages proprietary DDoS mitigation techniques developed through 
running the world’s largest online retailer.

Additionally, AWS networks are multi-homed across several providers to achieve Internet access 
diversity.
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         All information stored, shared, or changed in Blockrails is recorded on a secure enterprise
           blockchain where the end user has full control of where their data is stored and shared.

Any changes or updates to sensitive data are automatically evaluated by artificially intelligent (AI) ML 
models that are uniquely trained to identify and flag anomalies.

Most companies consider fraud attempts to be an external threat; however, these same businesses 
lack visibility of with whom or where their information is shared and when it was last updated. Take, for 
instance, an internal employee who is responsible for receiving vendors’ payments and who may be 
redirecting those from customers to a different third-party account for their own benefit.

How could a company identify and mitigate this threat today? Using Blockrails, any payment 
re-assignment is recorded on a blockchain where it cannot be altered. Furthermore, this act is passed 
through an anomaly detection machine learning model that will score the likelihood of fraud.

Finally, all parties related to the transaction are then alerted to that potential fraud and action can be 
immediately taken to avert a fraudulent payment.

IP and Email Scoring
Blockrails uses third-party aggregation services to collect information on IP and Email addresses 
which identify the parties in a transaction. This gathered information helps our ML model predict the 
likelihood of fraud, utilizing hundreds of data features, including but not limited to:

—    Email and domains that do not match
—    Email is invalid
—    Email is disposable
—    IP address is listed as suspicious
—    IP address had recent abuse reported
—    IP address had recent bot activity
—    Proxy/VPN/Tor detection

These data points are gathered and evaluated automatically by an intelligence model that scores the 
outcome against an established rating system to instantly give you an accurate view of the risk.

Device Fingerprinting
Blockrails collects hardware information for every device that interacts with our SaaS application for 
the purposes of identifying that device even when variables such as IP or Email addresses change.

Man in the Middle (MITM) Attacks
Amazon EC2 virtual machines (VMs) automatically generate new SSH host certificates on first boot 
and log them into the instance’s console. Blockrails leverages secure APIs to access the host 
certificates before logging into an instance for the first time.

IP Spoofing
Amazon EC2 VMs that run the Blockrails service cannot send spoofed network traffic. The 
AWS-controlled, host-based firewall infrastructure does not permit an instance to send traffic with a 
source IP or MAC address other than its own.

Port Scanning
Unauthorized port scans of EC2 customers are a violation of the Amazon EC2 Acceptable Use Policy 
(AUP). Violations of the AUP are taken seriously, and every reported violation is investigated. When 
unauthorized port scanning is detected, it is stopped and blocked.  Port scans of Amazon EC2 
instances are ineffective because, by default, all inbound ports on Amazon EC2 instances are closed.

Packet Sniffing by Other Tenants
It is not possible for a virtual instance running in promiscuous mode to receive or “sniff” traffic that is 
intended for a different virtual instance. Even two virtual instances that are located on the same 
physical host cannot listen to each other’s traffic. Attacks such as address resolution protocol (ARP) 
cache poisoning do not work within Amazon EC2.

Availability and Performance Monitoring
We monitor each server in the Blockrails environment for machine health metrics twice per minute to 
track availability. These metrics include standard items such as network connectivity, CPU utilization, 
memory utilization, storage utilization, service status and key file integrity. Any failures generate alerts 
that are pushed to our Blockrails operations staff through prioritized channels.

Blockrails also collects trending data on per-server and per-service performance metrics, such as 
network latency, database query latency and storage responsiveness. We track this performance for 
end-to-end scenarios across the application.

Blockrails assigns health thresholds to each of these metrics and uses the same alerting mechanism 
as for our machine-level availability monitoring described above. We use additional instrumentation in 
our runtime environment to collect metrics internal to the application.

Personnel Security
Security starts with the personnel that Blockrails employs. We implement security controls for 
employees (and any contractors) before, during and after their tenure at Blockrails.
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Secure Personnel Practices
Before Hiring 
Employees and contractors undergo background checks, where permitted by law. The  
background check reviews both criminal and financial background indicators and for senior  
finance positions includes a credit check. All new hire references, both requested and  
non-requested, are scrutinized. Employees and contractors are made aware of their  
responsibilities, operational and security policies, as well as repercussions for  

            failure to adhere to said responsibilities and policies.

Upon Hiring
Upon hiring, all Blockrails employees and contractors go through an onboarding process that 

 includes:
—   Signing a Non-Disclosure agreement (NDA)
—   Completing the employment onboarding and Security Awareness Training

While working for Blockrails
Security Awareness Training is an ongoing educational process throughout employment with  
Blockrails that helps all personnel understand their responsibilities in the data protection
process. In addition, the Blockrails security team carries out progressive social engineering   
tests and awareness campaigns to build security into the company culture.

When Departing Blockrails
—   All Blockrails employees and contractors are reminded of their confidentiality obligations  

upon leaving.
—   User accounts, passwords, hardware and badges are revoked within a strict time frame.

Least Privilege Access Control Policy
Blockrails requires that all access to its infrastructure, application, and data be controlled based on 
business and operational requirements. Following the principles of segregation of duties and least 
privilege, code changes and maintenance are split between separate teams.

The operations team is responsible for maintaining the production environment, including code 
deploys, while the engineering team develops features and code exclusively within development and 
test environments. This ensures that multiple employees are required to deploy any code into 
production. In all cases, administrative access is based on the concept of least privilege; users are 
limited to the minimum set of privileges required to perform their necessary job functions.

Software Development Security
Blockrails employs rigorous processes and adheres to much of the Open Web Application Security 
Project (OWASP) Comprehensive, Lightweight Application Security Process (CLASP) concepts. 
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Developed code is both peer- and security-reviewed prior to final commit and quality assurance (“QA”) 
validation. Independent third-party penetration tests are regularly conducted to assess the security of 
the application’s functionality, business logic and vulnerabilities, such as those cataloged in the 
OWASP. Any application vulnerabilities are reported, documented, resolved and retested to ensure all 
best practices are met and/or exceeded.

Development Practices
Blockrails continuously trains its developers on secure development practices. In addition to the 
standard personnel security practices, our developers have:

—   An onboarding training required for all new engineers; training sessions enable new Blockrails  
       developers to learn and practice our expectations of Application Security
—   A quarterly technical training provided by the security team; training is recorded and available for  
      viewing by engineers unable to attend; training includes security and prevention of the exploitation
      of vulnerabilities in the application

This continuous training helps to ensure developers can provide adequate protection for the various 
potential types of attacks, such as:
—   Malformed input
—   SQL injection
—   Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)
—   Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF)
—   Broken Authentication and Session Management
—   Insecure Direct Object References
—   Sensitive Data Exposure
—   Other Open Web Application Security Project Top 10 threats (OWASP’s Top 10)

Software Development Life-cycle
The Blockrails software development life-cycle utilizes an iterative approach to 
development by leveraging the Agile/Scrum framework:
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Planning
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Planning

Deployment
Optional

Deployment
Optional

Deployment
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Planning

Demo

Kickoff

Demo DemoDev Dev Dev

Test Test Test
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Developed code is both peer- and security-reviewed prior to final commit and quality assurance (“QA”) 
validation. Independent third-party penetration tests are regularly conducted to assess the security of 
the application’s functionality, business logic and vulnerabilities, such as those cataloged in the 
OWASP. Any application vulnerabilities are reported, documented, resolved and retested to ensure all 
best practices are met and/or exceeded.

Development Practices
Blockrails continuously trains its developers on secure development practices. In addition to the 
standard personnel security practices, our developers have:

—   An onboarding training required for all new engineers; training sessions enable new Blockrails  
       developers to learn and practice our expectations of Application Security
—   A quarterly technical training provided by the security team; training is recorded and available for  
      viewing by engineers unable to attend; training includes security and prevention of the exploitation                      
      of vulnerabilities in the application

This continuous training helps to ensure developers can provide adequate protection for the various 
potential types of attacks, such as:
—   Malformed input
—   SQL injection
—   Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)
—   Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF)
—   Broken Authentication and Session Management
—   Insecure Direct Object References
—   Sensitive Data Exposure
—   Other Open Web Application Security Project Top 10 threats (OWASP’s Top 10)

Software Development Life-cycle
The Blockrails software development life-cycle utilizes an iterative approach to 
development by leveraging the Agile/Scrum framework:

Our iterative approach is concentrated on producing frequent new versions of the Blockrails software 
in incremental, short cycles.  The process loops around, with each of the stages being carried out 
many times in small iterations (in the Agile method these are called “Sprints”).

This results in small incremental releases, in which each release builds on previous functionality. Each 
release is thoroughly tested to ensure software quality is maintained.

In Agile, development testing is performed in the same iteration as programming.

Because our testing is performed at each new iteration—which introduces a small new piece of the 
software—users can frequently use the new pieces of software and validate their value.

Blockrails incorporates security into each of the various stages of the Software Development 
Life-cycle.

Business Prioritization & Planning
During this phase, our Product and Engineering Management Team plans and sets priorities  
on new service features, components or functionalities. These business requirements may   

 specify:
—  The value of the information involved
—  The criticality of the new service and the information it holds
—  The legal, regulatory and contractual environment the system must operate within     

 If any potential security impact is identified, the Team will engage with our Security team to  
identify the security and compliance requirements to which the new feature/component/  
service must adhere to hold and process information.

From there, the security requirements are carried out through the design, development,  
testing, deployment and maintenance of the feature.

System Design
During the design phase, we ensure that any new solution within Blockrails presents  
appropriate security controls to address the security and compliance requirements set during  
the planning.

 Development
During the development phase, a secure development environment is provided for each   
developer. This includes both the physical laptop configuration from IT and the development  
coding environment. Depending on the coding environment, languages, databases, tools and  
other components selected, appropriate guidelines for secure coding and configuration are   

 adopted.
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When a Blockrails developer is ready to merge the code into an integration branch, they are 
responsible for getting a code review. Other developers assess the code for compliance, security, 
performance and logical correctness. If there is a security impact, the Security team is included in the 
unit test process.

In addition, the Security team performs an independent assessment of upcoming code releases to 
identify features requiring focused reviews. Based on risk level, the reviews range from automated 
code analysis to deep manual code reviews and penetration tests.

Tests
During the life-cycle of a software application, many different forms of testing are carried out,  
including unit, functional and security tests.

The Blockrails testing process numbers over 1,000 tests (and growing), including:
—  Continuous Integration (CI) for building, testing and deploying new code
—  Instrumented tests in different environments and browsers
—  Unit and Functional tests
—  Mandatory Peer Review for all changes
—  Quarterly Security Reviews

In addition, during testing at Blockrails we only use protected test data (no customer data).

Release
Each week following the code freeze, a job is run to compile the code of the next release in   
pre-production environments. Each candidate release promoted is auto-tested using a proxy  
scanner. The scanner profile tests for specific threats such as OWASP-specific attacks. The j 
ob also includes running an anti-virus scan for all artifacts.

The results are compiled in a report for review by the Security team, who have the authority to  
block the release in Blockrails until any potential issue is resolved.
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     Legal & Confidentiality Notice

This report is proprietary and confidential and is intended, among other things, to present a 
product security outline of the Blockrails platform. The contents are not to be reproduced or 
distributed to the public or press. Each person who has received a copy of this presentation 
(whether or not such person has received a copy by invitation or permission) is deemed to 
have agreed: (i) not to reproduce or distribute this presentation, in whole or in part, without the 
prior written consent of Blockrails LLC, (ii) if such person has not received a copy by invitation 
or permission, they are to return this presentation to Blockrails LLC upon its receipt or request, 
(iii) without the prior written consent of Blockrails LLC, not to disclose any information
contained in this presentation except to the extent that such information was (a) previously
known by such person through a source (other than Blockrails LLC) not bound by any
obligation to keep such information confidential, (b) in the public domain through no fault of
such person, or (c) lawfully obtained at a later date by such person from sources (other than
Blockrails LLC) not bound by any obligation to keep such information confidential, and (iv) to
be responsible for any disclosure of this report, or the information contained herein, by such
person or any of its employees, agents or representatives.
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